DEVELOPER RECRUITMENT

WHO WE ARE
“Providing value for your startup experience, at the right stage of your journey”
AGORA is a startup launcher building a new style of virtual ecosystem for young startups and
start-up enthusiasts. With an average age of 22, we are a Generation Z team of startup enthusiasts who understand that startup education and growth doesn’t come easily to everyone. To overcome that, we are building AGORA to help all demographics launch into the start-up world, in the
way that is right for them.
We aim to provide the right value for companies at the right stage of their journey, through our
range of products:
Start-up platform: virtual company builder helping companies to access the products and
services, funding, advisory and education they need to get off the ground. Supported by integrated APIs to support a virtual work environment
Freelancer platform: provision of specialised advisory services
Start-up bootcamps: teaching everyone about how to launch a start-up from A-Z

Why work with us:
- Lead by Ex-Heads/Founders of two of UK’s largest student organisations
- Team of 10+ nationalities operating out of 5 countries
- Founded by grads from LSE, HEC Paris & Warwick
- Advisory network comprising of leading Tech & Corporate figures
- Fast paced & virtual work environment
- Experience from organisation taking part in investment round funding

Role Description

THE ROLE

Context: Virtual role in helping to contribute to one of the UK’s leading virtual start-up launchers
and to help create a new model of startup incubation. You’ll be working in the developer team
and reporting to the AGORA CTO. Working closely with the Product team, you will help to contribute to the core architecture of the Virtual Incubator and/or freelancing platform and lead a key
role in the delivery of one of the newest methods of ways of launching a start-up.

What we're looking for
What we are looking for (skills):
- Proven experience in working in a startup/high growth environment
- Open-minded attitude to working in a virtual and fast paced environment
- The moment you wake-up, you’re up and working attitude #100%candoattitude
- Passionate about changing the space in which startups launch
- Fluent English, additional languages (French/Spanish/German) are a plus
- Relevant Work Experience in software development companies is a plus
Technical Experience Required:
Backend Dev / API - || Full-Stack
- Java, C#, Javscript (NodeJS), PHP or similar
- REST
- Databases (MySQL, MongoDB, the more the better)
- DevOps experience is a plus
- Test Driven Development is a plus
Frontend Dev
- Javascript (Angular2 or React, or comparable modern web frameworks)
- HTML5/CSS3
- SPA
Additional Requirements:
- Good understanding of Git
- Open to learning new technologies
- Good teamplayer
- Understanding of basic agile project management (Scrum, etc.)
What you get from this:
- Ad-hoc & flexible working environment. Opportunity to work on high-growth soon to-be funded
venture with some of EU’s leading student entrepreneurs.
- Equity in organisation (based on motivation and progress to development of role)
- A say in how our business strategy is driven forwards
- Join a network comprising some of the world’s leading tech personalities, corporate professionals
and change makers in the EU tech space

For more info on the role or to apply please send a CV and brief motivation letter to:
thomas@agoralauncher.com & CC: alex@agoralauncher.com
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